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Abstract
We introduce the autonomous Mahlo universe which is an extension
of Martin-Löf type theory which we consider as predicatively justified and
which has a strength which goes substantially beyond that of the Mahlo
universe, which is before writing this paper the strongest predicatively
justified published extension of Martin-Löf type theory. We conjecture
it to have the same proof theoretic strength as Kripke-Platek set theory extended by one recursively autonomous Mahlo ordinal and finitely
many admissibles above it. Here a recursively autonomous Mahlo universe ordinal is an ordinal κ which is recursively hyperα -Mahlo for all
α < κ. We introduce as well as intermediate steps the hyper-Mahlo and
hyperα -Mahlo universes, and give meaning explanations for these theories
as well as for the super and the Mahlo universe. We introduce a model for
the autonomous Mahlo universe, and determine an upper bound for its
proof theoretic strength, therefore establishing one half of the conjecture
mentioned before. The autonomous Mahlo universe is the crucial intermediate step for understanding the Π3 -reflecting universe, which will be
published in a successor of this article and which is even stronger and will
slightly exceed the strength of Kripke-Platek set theory plus the principle
of Π3 -reflection.
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Introduction

This article is a step in a research programme of the author with the goal of
introducing proof theoretically as strong as possible extensions of Martin-Löf
type theory, which still can be regarded as predicatively justified. We have
three main reasons for following such a research programme:
(1) We hope that this approach gives more insights into the development of
ordinal theoretic proof theory. Results in the area of proof theory of
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impredicative theories are often regarded as very difficult to understand
by non-specialists. The theories developed in this programme use crucial ideas from proof theory, while – as we hope – being much easier
understandable by a more general audience. We hope this allows more
researchers to understand the insights gained by recent proof theoretic
developments.
(2) This research can be seen as part of a revised Hilbert’s programme. The
goal of Hilbert’s original programme was to prove the consistency of theories for formalising mathematical proofs using finitary methods. By
Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem we know that such a programme
cannot be carried out, except for very weak theories. In ordinal theoretic
proof theory the consistency of theories of increasing strength is reduced
to the well-foundedness of ordinal notation systems. Using strong extensions of Martin-Löf type theory one is able to prove the well-foundedness of
such ordinal notation systems and therefore the consistency of the original
theories. This provides a reduction of the consistency of classical theories
(mainly fragments of second order logic and fragments of set theory) to
constructive theories, which have a philosophical argument for the validity
of their theorems. Therefore extensions of Martin-Löf type theory can be
regarded as a substitute for Hilbert’s finitary methods.
(3) We hope that by developing such extensions we will discover new data
structures. One example where this program has been successful was the
discovery of the data type of inductive-recursive definitions ([16, 17, 18,
19]), which was strongly influenced by the Mahlo universe, a first step in
this proof theoretic programme. Variants of this data type can be used
in the area of generic programming ([12, 15]) and it has similarities with
(and possibly influenced) the development of generic extensions of Haskell
(polytypic programming, e.g. [25]).
In the article [53], we have introduced type theories of strength Kripke-Platek
set theory extended by one recursively inaccessible, one recursively hyperinaccessible and one recursively Mahlo ordinal, respectively, and finitely many admissibles above those ordinals. The type theories considered were Martin-Löf
type theory with W-type and one universe, one super universe and one Mahlo
universe, respectively. We have as well given basic model constructions in the
corresponding extensions of Kripke-Platek set theory, in order to obtain an upper bound for their proof theoretic strength. (For the reader not familiar with
Kripke-Platek set theory it suffices to understand these constructions as model
constructions in which one uses as little strength as possible from the set theory, in which the models are developed.) Lower bounds for the proof theoretic
strength of these theories have been shown in [42, 46, 49].
In this article we introduce a new universe construction into Martin-Löf
type theory of expected strength Kripke-Platek set theory plus one recursively
autonomous Mahlo ordinal and finitely many admissibles above it. Here a recursively autonomous Mahlo ordinal is an ordinal κ which is recursively hyperκ 2

Mahlo, or, equivalently, which is recursively hyperα -Mahlo for all α < κ. (See
Subsect. 5.2 for details.)
The step from the Mahlo universe to the autonomous Mahlo universe is a
very natural step, in which we move from the Mahlo universe to the hyper-Mahlo
universe, then to the hyperα -Mahlo universe and then to an autonomous iteration of such universes. It is an important intermediate step before introducing
the Π3 -reflecting universe, in which the iteration of Mahlo degrees (the Mahlo
degree of a hyperα -Mahlo universe would be α) is carried out even further. We
plan to introduce the Π3 -reflecting universe in a follow up paper.
The step from Mahlo to Π3 -reflection follows recent developments in proof
theory. After an analysis of (∆12 − CA) + (BI) or, equivalently, Kripke Platek
set theory plus one recursively inaccessible had been carried out, the next step
in the development of proof theory was an analysis of Kripke-Platek set theory
plus one Mahlo ordinal, carried out independently by Rathjen and Arai (see
[33, 34, 36] and [3, 4, 8, 9]). Then both researchers analysed Kripke-Platek set
theory plus one Π3 -reflecting ordinal ([35, 37] and [3, 4, 7, 10]), which was the
crucial stepping stone before analysing theories of strength (Π12 − CA) + (BI)
and beyond [38, 39, 40] and [3, 5, 6].
Relationship to the article [53].
This article is a follow-up article of
the article [53], in which we introduced type theories with one universe, one
super universe, and one Mahlo universe. There, we also gave the basic model
construction and a proof of its correctness. However, since the author hasn’t
published yet an article laying out the basic infrastructure for forming models of
this kind, details about the basic setting (how to form a model for a type theory
in Kripke-Platek set theory in general including terms and their reduction rules,
and how to interpret the basic set constructions) have not been carried out yet.
(They have been carried out in [42] for a type theory with one universe, however
that setting, while based on the same principles, was not generic enough to be
directly extensible.) The main goal of this article is to introduce the autonomous
Mahlo universe and give a model construction with the same level of detail. Full
details of the model will be introduced in a follow up article. This article might
in fact be more accessible to a general audience than the more detailed model
construction to be introduced later.
The model will be carried out in Kripke-Platek set theory plus one recursively
autonomous Mahlo ordinal and finitely many admissibles above it. Therefore
we obtain an upper bound for the proof-theoretic strength of this universe construction. In order to obtain a lower bound for its strength, we plan to extend
our approach to well-ordering proofs for ordinal notation systems based on ordinal systems ([47, 50, 52]) to Kripke-Platek set theory extended by a recursively
autonomous Mahlo set.
Content.
The structure of this article is as follows: In Sect. 2 we repeat
the basic notations used in this article. In Sect. 3 we briefly revisit the super
universe and the Mahlo universe, and develop meaning explanations for these
theories. We will discuss as well the relationship between recursive and inductive
subuniverses in this setting. In Sect. 4 we introduce the steps towards the
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autonomous Mahlo universe as follows: After a short motivation we introduce
in Subsect. 4.1 the hyper-Mahlo universe, in Subsect. 4.2 the hyper-n-Mahlo and
the hyperα -Mahlo universes, and in Subsect. 4.3 the autonomous Mahlo universe
itself. For each of these theories we will develop meaning explanations. We
regard these meaning explanation as a predicative justification for the theories
introduced. Finally, in Sect. 5 we introduce a model for the autonomous Mahlo
universe and give the main proof ideas of its correctness. This way we determine
an upper bound for its proof-theoretic strength.
Related work. G. Jäger and T. Strahm have introduced in [24] a Π3 -reflecting
universe in the context of Feferman’s systems of explicit mathematics, which
doesn’t require to define an autonomous Mahlo universe first. Because they
rely on partial application, their setting is much simpler, but because of its
heavy reliance on partial application it is not possible to mimic this in type theory. Their theory seems as well to introduce elements which have no canonical
counterpart, so it is not as explicit as demanded in type theory. We will discuss
details about this in the follow up paper on the Π3 -reflecting universe. Jäger
and Strahm carried out as well a full proof theoretic analysis. Since they are
working in a Meta-predicative setting (translated to type theory this means that
the W-type is omitted), the proof theoretic ordinal they obtained is well below
the Bachmann-Howard ordinal, and well below the strength of type theory with
the W-type and no universes except for atom.
This work is heavily inspired by M. Rathjen’s and T. Arai’s proof theoretic
analysis of Π3 -reflection ([35, 37] and [3, 4, 7, 10]) – the Π3 -reflecting universe
will mimic the ordinal notation systems of that strength. Without their work
it would have been difficult to discover the Π3 -reflecting universe.
Acknowledgements. This research benefited very much from intensive discussions with both T. Arai and M. Rathjen, whose research we deeply admire.
It was as well inspired by intensive discussions with Peter Dybjer on inductiverecursive definitions. We would like as well to thank the anonymous referee of
a previous version of this article for valuable comments, and my PhD student
Frederik Forsberg for careful proof reading.
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Notations

We will frequently make use of notations and some basic lemmata introduced in
[53], but will repeat the most important ones briefly, so that the reader, who is
not interested in all details, can read it without having to go through the article
[53] first.
• We use mathematical style for application, so we write f (a) for the application of f to a. We write f (a, b) instead of f (a)(b), similarly for longer
sequences of applications.
• We will omit equality versions of rules. For instance when we write the
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rule for the Π-type
A : Set
x : A ⇒ B : Set
(Πx : A.B) : Set
we implicitly introduce as well the rule
A = A0 : Set
x : A ⇒ B = B 0 : Set
(Πx : A.B) = (Πx : A0 .B 0 ) : Set
The reason that we sometimes need such proper rules is that we for foundational reasons will use only the small logical framework (see below).
• When expressing equality rules, we will usually omit premises. For inb b)) = Πx : T(a).T(b(x)) needs to be read as
stance, a rule T(Π(a,
a:U

b : T(a) → U

b b)) = Πx : T(a).T(b(x)) : Set
T(Π(a,
b b)) : Set
where the premises are what is needed in order to derive T(Π(a,
and Πx : T(a).T(b(x)) : Set.
• The basic set constructions are the rules for forming the finite sets
Nn , the set of natural numbers N, the disjoint union A + B, the Π-sets
Πx : A.B, the Sigma set Σx : A.B, the W-sets Wx : A.B, and the
intensional equality Id(A, a, b). Codes for these constructions as elements
b i , N,
b a+b
b etc.. More details can
of a universe will usually have the form N
be found in Sect. 2.3 of [53].
• The elements of Nn are denoted by Ani (i = 0, . . . , n − 1). We write ⊥
for N0 (the empty set, which represents the false proposition), > for N1
(which represents the true proposition), triv for A10 (the trivial proof of
>), Bool for N2 , ff for A20 , tt for A21 (and when using universes write
b >,
b Bool
b 0, N
b 1, N
b 2 , respectively).
[ for N
sometimes ⊥,
• The rules for atom consist of the rules x : N2 ⇒ atom(x) : Set, atom(tt) =
⊥, atom(ff) = >. Therefore, atom translates a Boolean value into an
atomic formula which is provable iff the Boolean value is true, therefore
the name atom.
• The small logical framework consists of the dependent function type
(x : A) → B and the dependent product (x : A) × B, restricted to Set.
λ-abstraction is denoted by (x : A)b or shorter (x)b, and application by
f (a). The canonical elements of (x : A) × B are denoted by ha, bi and the
projections of these elements are denoted by π0 (c), π1 (c). See Sect. 2.1 of
[53] for details.
• The full logical framework, which is not part of any of the type theories
in this article unless stated explicitly, adds a type level Type on top of set.
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We have Set : Type and Type contains all elements of Set. Furthermore
both Set and Type are closed under the dependent function type and
dependent product. See Sect. 2.2 of [53] for details.
• The type of families of sets is defined (using the full logical framework)
as Fam(Set) := (X : Set) × (X → Set). (See Def. 4.1 (b) of [53].) If we
don’t have the logical framework, then we write
(U, T ) : Fam(Set)
for the following rules:
a:U
T (a) : Set

U : Set

• An operator on families of sets is a function h : Oper(Set), where
Oper(Set) := Fam(Set) → Fam(Set). (See Def. 5.1 (a) of [53].) By uncurrying it and splitting it into two functions, such an h can be replaced by
two functions
: (X : Set, Y : X → Set) → Set ,
: (X : Set, Y : X → Set, Z : f (X, Y )) → Set .

f
g
We write

f, g : Oper(Set)
for f, g having the types just mentioned. We sometimes abbreviate f, g
by ~h and write then
~h = f, g : Oper(Set) .
• Assume (U, T ) : Fam(Set). The set of internal families of sets in
(U, T ) is defined as IFam(U, T ) := (x : U ) × (T (x) → U ). (See Def. 4.1
(b) of [53].)
• Assume (U, T ) : Fam(Set). An operator on families of sets internal to
(U, T ) is a function h : IOper(U, T ), where IOper(U, T ) := IFam(U, T ) →
IFam(U, T ). (See Def. 5.1 (a) of [53].) Such functions can be split into
two components and uncurried, then we obtain functions
f
g

: (a : U, b : T (a) → U ) → U ,
: (a : U, b : T (a) → U, c : T (f (a, b))) → U .

We write
f, g : IOper(U, T )
for f, g having the type just mentioned. We sometimes abbreviate f, g by
~h and write then
~h = f, g : IOper(U, T ) .
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• A universe is a pair (U, T), where (U, T) : Fam(Set), such that U is closed
under the basic set constructions. For instance, closure under Π means
b b) : U, and T(Π(a,
b b)) = Πx :
that for a : U, b : T(a) → U we have Π(a,
T(a).T(b(x)). For each universe different names for the constructor will
be chosen. We will indicate the names if they are used later, otherwise
leave those names implicit.
So the rules for a universe are as follows:
rules expressing (U, T) : Fam(Set) ,
b : (a : U, b : T(a) → U) → U ,
Π
b b)) = Πx : T(a).T(b(x)) ,
T(Π(a,

similarly for the other basic set constructions.
• When defining nested universes, we consider both recursive subuniverses and inductive subuniverses.
– A recursive subuniverse of a universe (V, TV ) is given by a set
b U : U → V, which
U together with a recursively defined function T
determines for every a : U the element in V it corresponds to. Then
b U (a)). So for every element a : U an
one defines TU (a) := TV (T
element of V corresponding to it needs to have been defined using
b U ) under the basic set
other rules. We have always closure of (U, T
b U, Π
bU
constructions, with constructors named in a usual way e.g. N
etc. We will indicate the names of those constructors, if they are used
b U ) is
in the following, and indicate the name of TU by saying “(U, T
a recursive subuniverse of (V, TV ) with full decoding TU .”
b U ) is a recursive subuniverse of
So the rules expressing that (U, T
(V, TV ) with full decoding TU are as follows (assuming that the conb V, Π
bV
structors for the basic set constructions in V are denoted by N
etc.)
bU : U → V ,
U : Set ,
T
x:U
b U (x)) ,
TU (x) = TV (T
TU (x) : Set
b U : (a : U, b : TU (a) → U) → U ,
Π
b U (Π
b U (a, b)) = Π
b V (T
b U (a), T
b U ◦ b) ,
T
rules for the other basic set constructions.
– In an inductive subuniverse, U is defined together with recursively
defined function TU : U → Set. Then we define the embedding of U
b U : U → V, as a constructor of V with equality rule
into V, namely T
b
TV (TU (x)) = TU (x). So when we define an element a of U, we don’t
need to have an element in V corresponding to it which is defined
using other rules. All we need is to have a way of defining TU (a).
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So the rules for (U, TU ) being an inductive subuniverse of (V, TV )
b U are as follows:
with embedding T
Rules expressing that (U, TU ) is a universe,
bU : U → V ,
b U (x)) = TU (x) .
T
TV (T
A universe (U, TU ) can be an inductive subuniverse of several universes, in which case the rules expressing that (U, TU ) is a universe
occur only once.
– A more detailed discussion on inductive vs. recursive subuniverses
can be found in paragraph “Type theories with several universes”
in Subsect. 3.1 of [53]. Note that inductive subuniverses result in
b U (N
b U ) and N
b V are two different
doubling of codes, for instance T
codes for the natural numbers, although without universe elimination
rules we cannot prove in type theory that they are different. This is
the reason why we regard recursive subuniverses as more aesthetic,
as long as they don’t create a substantial overhead.
• By “the inductive subuniverse (U, TU ) of (V, TV ) is represented in V by
b we mean the following rules
U”
b =U .
TV (U)

b :V ,
U

3

The Super Universe and the Mahlo Universe
Revisited

In this section we repeat briefly the super universe and the Mahlo universe,
which were discussed in more detail in [53].

3.1

Super Universe

The super universe was introduced by Palmgren (see e.g. [30], Sect. 3.) In our
setting, a super universe (V, TV ) is a universe which contains additionally for
every ha, bi : IFam(V, TV ), a universe containing ha, bi. This means that for
b U,a,b )
every ha, bi : IFam(V, TV ), there exists a recursive subuniverse (Ua,b , T
b a,b : V for it. Ua,b is closed under a, b,
with full decoding TU,a,b , and a code U
which means that there are codes b
aa,b : Ua,b for a, and b
ba,b : TV (a) → Ua,b for
b.
Definition 3.1 The rules for the super universe are as follows:
• Rules for the basic set constructions and the small logical framework.
• Rules expressing that (V, TV ) is universe.
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Assume in the following a : V, b : TV (a) → V. Then we have the following
rules:
b U,a,b ) is a recursive subuniverse of V with
• Rules expressing that (Ua,b , T
full decoding TU,a,b .
• Closure of (Ua,b , TU,a,b ) under a, b as expressed by the following rules:
b U,a,b (b
T
aa,b ) = a ,
b U,a,b (b
T
ba,b (x)) = b(x) .

b
aa,b : Ua,b ,
b
ba,b : TV (a) → Ua,b ,
• Ua,b is represented in V:
b a,b : V ,
U

b a,b ) = Ua,b .
T(U

See Subsect. 4.1 of [53] for details.
As I learned from Peter Hancock, who has worked a lot on families of sets (see
b U,a,b , U
b a,b express that the successor of (Ua,b , TU,a,b ) is a
e.g. [20]), the rules for T
subfamily of (V, TV ), where the successor of a family of sets (A, B) is the family
of sets (A + >, B 0 ) where B 0 (inl(a)) = B(a), B 0 (inr(triv)) = A. Remember that
> is another name for N1 .
We note the differences with Palmgren’s original formulation in [30],
Sect. 3, p. 194 - 195. He introduces first using the full logical framework a universe operator U(A, B), which forms for arbitrary hA, Bi : Fam(Set) a universe
U(A, B) (so it is closed under the basic set constructions) containing codes for
A and B, together with decoding T(A, B, x) : Set for x : U(A, B). Then the
superuniverse is a universe (V, S) containing for every ha, bi : IFam(V, S) with
A := S(a) and B(x) := S(b(x)) an inductive subuniverse u(a, b) representing
U(A, B). So we have u(a, b) : V, S(u(a, b)) = U(A, B), and for x : T(a) we have
t(a, b, x) : V, S(t(a, b, x)) = T(A, B, x). So u, t are additional constructors of V.
In this article we want to avoid the full logical framework. Therefore, we have
restricted the super universe operator to elements of IFam(V, T). The reason
for using a recursive subuniverse rather than an inductive one is essentially a
matter of taste, we prefer to use recursive subuniverses as long as this does not
lead to any complications.
We can say that without introducing U(A, B) we get an external super universe, similar to the external Mahlo universe introduced in the next subsection:
Here Set plays the rôle of the super universe, since Set is closed under the universe operator. When introducing (V, S), Palmgren makes the step towards an
internal super universe, i.e. of forming a universe which reflects the closure of
Set under the universe operator.
Relationship to inductive-recursive definitions. U(A, B) is an instance
of an inductive-recursive definition [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] with parameters A,
B. Then one can see that Palmgren’s super universe is as well an instance
of an inductive-recursive definition. The formulation of the super universe in
Def. 3.1 is not directly an instance of an inductive-recursive definition. Note
9

that the formulation of inductive-recursive definitions makes heavily use of the
full logical framework, so it is no surprise that a definition which avoids it is
no longer an instance of that particular schema. However we can still observe
an inductive-recursive nature in it (and might consider it as an instance of a
suitable extension of inductive-recursive definitions): V, Ua,b are defined simulb U,a,b are defined recursively. The constructors
taneously inductively, while TV , T
for the inductive definitions are the constructors for the codes for the basic set
b
constructions, b
a, b
b and U.
Meaning explanations for the super universe. We will give meaning
explanations for our formulation of the super universe in order to justify its
constructive validity. We are giving them on request of the referee of a previous
version of this article. We are giving them quite reluctantly, since we lack a
philosophical education in order to have a proper understanding of meaning
theory. We hope that researchers with a proper background in this area will be
able to transform them into proper meaning explanations. The basic concept of
meaning explanations and meaning explanations for the basic set constructions
are as in Martin-Löf’s article and book [27, 26].
So it suffices to give meaning explanations for V and for Ua,b for each element a of V and each function b mapping elements of TV (a) to elements of V.
These meaning explanations are given simultaneously. Whenever we introduce
a canonical element c of V, we determine the set TV (c), and for each canonical
b U,a,b (d) of V. This is done in
element d of Ua,b we determine the element T
such a way that if c, c0 are equal canonical elements of V, we have that TV (c)
and TV (c0 ) are equal sets, and if c, c0 are equal canonical elements of Ua,b , then
b U,a,b (c) and T
b U,a,b (c0 ) are equal elements of V. A non-canonical element c of V
T
is equal to a canonical element c0 of V0 and then we define TV (c) as TV (c0 ). The
b U,a,b and all other recursive functions defined in this article.
same applies to T
The canonical elements of V are those given by the fact that V is closed under
b Regarding closure under the
the basic set constructions, and closure under U.
basic set constructions, we only treat the case of Π: If c is an element of V and d a
b V (c, d) is a canonical element of
function mapping elements of TV (c) to V, then Π
b V (c, d)) is the set Πx : TV (c).TV (d(x)). Π
b V (c, d) and Π
b V (c0 , d0 ) are
V, and TV (Π
0
equal canonical elements of V, if c, c are equal elements of V and for x in TV (c)
b V (c, d) and
d(x) and d0 (x) are equal elements of V. One observes now that if Π
0 0
b
b
b V (c0 , d0 ))
ΠV (c , d ) are equal canonical elements, then TV (ΠV (c, d)) and TV (Π
0
are equal sets: we assume that TV (c) and TV (c ) are equal sets, and for x
b d)) and
in TV (c) that TV (d(x)) and TV (d0 (x)) are equal sets. Then TV (Π(c,
0 0
b
TV (Π(c , d )) are equal sets as well. By saying in future meaning explanations
that a universe V, TV is closed under the basic set constructions we mean the
explanations given before (using appropriate names for the constructors).
The definition of when two canonical elements are equal and an argument
why this implies that recursively defined functions applied to them give the
same result have to be carried out for all future canonical elements, a task we
usually leave to the reader.
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b is given as follows: If a is an element of V, and b is a
Closure of V under U
b a,b is a canonical element of
function mapping elements of TV (a) to V, then U
b
V, and we define TV (Ua,b ) = Ua,b , where Ua,b will be explained later, where we
will only use the fact that V contains a and b(x) for x in TV (a), and that V is
b
closed under the basic set constructions (so we don’t use closure of V under U).
This concludes the meaning explanations for V.
For elements a of V and functions c mapping elements of TV (a) to V we
explain the meaning of Ua,b . Since Ua,b is a recursive subuniverse of V, we
b U,a,b (c)).
define TU,a,b (c) as TV (T
Ua,b is closed under the basic set constructions, and again we explain only
closure under Π: If c is an element of Ua,b and d is a function mapping elb U,a,b (c, d) is a canonical element of Ua,b ,
ements of TU,a,b (c) to Ua,b , then Π
b
b
b
b V (c), (x)T
b V (d(x))), which one verifies
and we define TV (ΠU,a,b (c, d)) as ΠV (T
is a (canonical) element of V. (Note that we have to define, when two canonb U,a,b (c, d) and Π
b U,a,b (c0 , d0 ) are equal and see, why in this case
ical elements Π
b V (Π
b U,a,b (c, d)) and T
b V (Π
b U,a,b (c0 , d0 )) are equal.) By saying in future that a
T
b a,b ) of a universe (V, TV ) is closed under the barecursive subuniverse (Ua,b , T
sic set constructions we mean the explanations given before (using appropriate
names for the constructors).
Furthermore Ua,b is closed under b
aa,b , b
ba,b : b
aa,b is a canonical element of
b
Ua,b , and we define TU,a,b (b
aa,b ) to be a. If x : TU,a,b (a), then b
ba,b (x) is a
b U,a,b (b
canonical element of Ua,b , and we define T
ba,b (x)) to be b(x).

3.2

The External Mahlo Universe

The super universe is a universe (V, TV ) which is closed under one operator
on families of sets, namely the universe operator U. We obtain the external
Mahlo universe (see [18], Sect. 6) by assuming that for any operator on families
of sets there exist a universe closed under it. As indicated in the introduction,
we will split such an operator into two components and introduce the following
abbreviation (see the introduction for what is meant by notations like f, g :
Oper(U, T )).
Definition 3.2 (Assuming the full logical framework.) Assume
~h = f, g : Oper(Set)
and hU, T i : Fam(Set).
By bf, b
g : IOper(U, T ) reflect f, g we mean the following rules:
bf, b
g : IOper(U, T )
(which form constructors of U ) and
T (bf(a, b)) = f (T (a), T ◦ b) ,
T (b
g(a, b, c)) = g(T (a), T ◦ b, c) .
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Definition 3.3 The rules for the external Mahlo universe are as follows:
• We have the full logical framework and the rules for the basic set constructions.
Assume in the following

~h = f, g : Oper(Set) .

Then we have the following:
• We have
U~h : Set ,

TU,~h : U~h → Set .

• We have the rules expressing that (U~h , TU,~h ) is a universe.
• We have the rules expressing that
bf, b
g : IOper(U~h , T~h )
reflect ~h.
Relationship to inductive-recursive definitions and meaning explanations. The external Mahlo universe is directly an instance of an inductiverecursive definition with parameter ~h. We are at the moment not able to give
meaning explanations for the external Mahlo universe, since we don’t have yet a
sufficient understanding of meaning explanations for the full logical framework.

3.3

The (Internal) Mahlo Universe

The internal Mahlo universe is the Mahlo universe as originally formulated by
the author in [48], and we usually refer to it as the Mahlo universe. The internal
Mahlo universe avoids the logical framework, which means that we don’t refer
to Fam(Set). Instead we form a universe (V, TV ), which is called the Mahlo
universe, such that for any operator on families of sets internal to (V, TV ) there
exists a recursive subuniverse in V closed under this operator. Note that in
case of the external Mahlo universe, Set plays the rôle which is played by V in
the internal Mahlo universe. We will below introduce as well the notion of an
internal inductive Mahlo universe, where we replace the recursive subuniverse
by an inductive one.
As for the external Mahlo universe, we will split these operators into its two
components, and introduce the following abbreviation (see the introduction for
what is meant by notations like f, g : IOper(U, T )):
Definition 3.4 Assume (U, T ) : Fam(Set),
~h = f, g : IOper(U, T ) .
Assume (U 0 , T 0 ) was declared to be an inductive subuniverse of (U, T ) with embedding Tb : U → U 0 , or (U 0 , Tb) was declared to be a recursive subuniverse of
(U, T ) with full decoding T 0 .
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By

bf, b
g : IOper(U 0 , T 0 ) reflect f, g ,

we mean the following rules:

bf, b
g : IOper(U 0 , T 0 )
(which form constructors of U ) and
(a) in case of (U 0 , T 0 ) being a recursive subuniverse of (U, T )
Tb(bf(a, b)) = f (Tb(a), Tb ◦ b) ,
b
T (b
g(a, b, c)) = g(Tb(a), Tb ◦ b, c) ;
(b) and in case (U 0 , T 0 ) being an inductive subuniverse of (U, T )
T 0 (bf(a, b)) =
T (b
g(a, b, c)) =
0

T (f (Tb(a), Tb ◦ b)) ,
T (g(Tb(a), Tb ◦ b, c)) .

Definition 3.5 (a) The rules for the internal Mahlo universe (also called
simply the Mahlo universe or the internal recursive Mahlo universe) are
as follows:
• We have the rules of the small logical framework and of the basic set
constructions.
• We have rules expressing that (V, TV ) is a universe.
Assume in the following
~h = f, g : IOper(V, TV ) .
b ~ ) is a recursive subuniverse
• We have rules expressing that (U~h , T
U,h
of (V, TV ) with full decoding TU,~h .
• We have rules expressing
bf~ , b
~
h g~
h : IOper(U~
h , TU,~
h ) reflect h .
• We have the rule that V contains a code for U~h .
b~ : V ,
U
h

b ~ ) = U~ .
TV (U
h
h

(b) The rules for the internal inductive Mahlo universe are obtained by replacing in (a) “recursive subuniverse” by “inductive subuniverse”.
Inductive-recursive nature of the construction. The Mahlo universe and
all universe constructions defined later in this article are no longer instances
b is a constructor which is no longer
of inductive-recursive definitions, since U
b
strictly positive (Note that U : IOper(V, TV ) → V, where IOper(V, TV ) forms
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the two components of IFam(V, TV ) → IFam(V, TV )). However, we can still
see some inductive-recursive nature in it, by some sets being defined inductively,
and some functions recursively. In case of the Mahlo universe, V, U~h are deb ~ are defined recursively. The
fined simultaneously inductively, while TV , T
U,h
constructors for the inductively defined sets are the constructors for the codes
b
for the basic set constructions, bf, b
g and U.

Meaning explanations for the internal Mahlo universe.
As for the
super universe we give simultaneously the meaning of V and of Uf,g . Here f, g
are such that from the understanding of the meaning of the sets and elements
introduced before we can conclude that for every element a of V and every
element b mapping elements of TV (a) to V we have that f (a, b) is in V, and
for every element c of TV (f (a, b)) we have g(a, b, c) is in V. We say in the
following “(V, TV ) is closed under (f, g)” for the condition on f, g just stated
(which includes the proviso “from the understanding of the meaning of the sets
and elements introduced before we can conclude that”).
b U,f,g (c) will be defined for any canonAs for the super universe, TV (c) and T
ical element of V and Uf,g , respectively, and then defined for arbitrary elements
b U,f,g (c)).
in the same way, and we define TU,f,g (c) as TV (T
We first explain V. (V, TV ) is closed under the basic set constructions.
b f,g
Assume now that (V, TV ) is closed under f, g (as stated before). Then U
b
is a canonical element of V and we define TV (Uf,g ) = Uf,g , where Uf,g will
be explained below while referring only to the closure of V under the basic set
b If f, f 0 and g, g 0 are
constructions and under f , g, not to the closure under U.
b
b
equal functions of their respective types, than Uf,g and Uf 0 ,g0 are equal canonical
elements of V. Since equal elements of V are mapped by TV to equal sets we
get that in this case Uf,g and Uf 0 ,g0 are equal since the elements introduced and
b U,f,g and T
b U,f 0 ,g0 applied to them give the same results in V. This concludes
T
the meaning explanations for V.
b f,g ) is closed under the basic set constructions.
We now explain Uf,g . (Uf,g , T
Uf,g is closed under f, g using constructors bff,g , b
gf,g , which means the following
(this notion will be used in future meaning explanations): Assume a is an
element of Uf,g , and b is a function, mapping elements x of TU,f,g (a) to Uf,g .
b U,f,g (a) is an element of V and b0 := (x)T
b U,f,g (b(x)) is a function
Then a0 := T
0
mapping elements of TV (a ) to V. Since we know that V is closed under f , g, we
know that f (a0 , b0 ) is an element of V and for c an element of TV (f (a0 , b0 )) we
have that g(a0 , b0 , c) is an element of V. Now bff,g (a, b) and for c in TU,f,g (f (a, b))
b U,f,g (bff,g (a, b)) =
b
gf,g (a, b, c) are canonical elements of Uf,g , and we define T
0 0
0 0
b
b
f (a , b ) and TU,f,g (b
gf,g (a, b, c)) = g(a , b , c). ff,g (a, b) is equal to bff,g (a0 , b0 ), if
0
a, a are equal elements of Uf,g and b, b0 are equal functions from TU,f,g (a) to
Uf,g . Equality for elements b
gf,g (a, b, c) is defined similarly. This concludes the
meaning explanation for Uf,g .
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4

The Autonomous Mahlo Universe

We are now going to carry out steps towards the autonomous Mahlo universe.
The first step is to iterate the Mahlo construction and to form in Subsect. 4.1
the hyper Mahlo universe and in Subsect. 4.2 the hypern and hyperα -Mahlo
universes. Then we will describe how to iterate the degrees of Mahloness autonomously, and obtain in Subsect. 4.3 the full formulation of the autonomous
Mahlo universe. In the followup paper the Π3 -reflecting universe will be obtained by iterating the formation of higher degrees of Mahloness even further.

4.1

The hyper-Mahlo universe.

The step from a Mahlo universe to a hyper-Mahlo universe is similar to the step
from a super universe to a hyper-super-universe (see the beginning of Sect. 5.1
of [53]): A hyper-Mahlo universe is a universe (U2 , T2 ) such that for every
~h2 : IOper(U2 , T2 ) there exists a subuniverse U ~ represented in U2 such that
1,h2
U ~ is a Mahlo universe closed under ~h2 . That U ~ with its decoding function
1,h2

1,h2

T1,~h2 is a Mahlo universe means that for every ~h1 : IOper(U1,~h2 , T1,~h2 ) there
exists a subuniverse U0,~h2 ,~h1 of U1,~h2 closed under ~h1 and represented in U1,~h2 .
If one wants to define U1,~h2 as a recursive subuniverse of U2 , one has one small
problem, namely that one needs to have a code for U0,~h2 ,~h1 in U2 . But it is
straightforward to introduce such a code.
As before we split operators on families of sets internal to a universe into its
two components, and we obtain the following rules:
Definition 4.1 The rules for the hyper-Mahlo universe are as follows:
• Rules for the basic set constructions and the small logical framework.
• Rules expressing that (U2 , T2 ) is universe.
Assume in the following
~h2 = f2 , g2 : IOper(U2 , T2 ) .
b ~ ) is a recursive subuniverse of
• We have rules expressing that (U1,~h2 , T
1,h2
(U2 , T2 ) with full decoding T1,~h2 .
• We have rules expressing that
bf ~ , b
~
1,h2 g1,~
h2 : IOper(U1,~
h2 , T1,~
h2 ) reflect h2 .
• We have the rule that U2 contains a code for U1,~h2 :
b ~ : U2 ,
U
2,1,h2

b ~ )=U ~ .
T2 (U
2,1,h2
1,h2
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Assume in the following in addition
~h1 = f1 , g1 : IOper(U ~ , T ~ ) .
1,h2
1,h2
b ~ ~ ) is a recursive subuniverse
• We have rules expressing that (U0,~h2 ,~h1 , T
0,h2 ,h1
of (U1,~h2 , T1,~h2 ) with full decoding T0,~h2 ,~h1 .
• We have rules expressing that
bf ~ ~ , b
~
0,h2 ,h1 g0,~
h2 ,~
h1 : IOper(U0,~
h2 ,~
h1 , T0,~
h2 ,~
h1 ) reflect h1 .
• We have the rule that U2 contains a code for U0,~h2 ,~h1 :
b ~ ~ : U2 ,
U
2,0,h2 ,h1

b ~ ~ )=U ~ ~ .
T2 (U
2,0,h2 ,h1
0,h2 ,h1

• We have the rule that U1,~h2 contains a code for U0,~h2 ,~h1 :
b ~ ~ :U ~ ,
U
1,0,h2 ,h1
1,h2

b ~ (U
b ~ ~ )=U
b ~ ~ .
T
1,h2
1,0,h2 ,h1
2,0,h2 ,h1

Inductive-recursive nature of the construction. In the above U2 , U1,~h2 ,
b ~ , T
b ~ ~ are
U0,~h2 ,~h1 are defined simultaneously inductively, while T2 , T
1,h2
0,h2 ,h1
defined recursively. The constructors for the inductively defined sets are the
b 2,1 , bf0 , b
constructors for the codes for the basic set constructions, bf1 , b
g1 , U
g0 ,
b
b
U2,0 , U1,0 .
Meaning explanations for the hyper-Mahlo universe. As for the Mahlo
universe we give simultaneously the meaning of
• U2 ,
• of U1,~h2 for every ~h2 = f2 , g2 such that (U2 , T2 ) is closed under ~h2 (note
that this was introduced as an abbreviation in the meaning explanations
for the Mahlo universe with a special proviso),
• and of U0,~h2 ,~h1 for every ~h2 as before and every ~h1 = f1 , g1 such that
(U ~ , T ~ ) is closed under ~h1 .
1,h2

1,h2

b ~ (a), and T
b ~ ~ (a) will be defined for
As for the super universe, T2 (a), T
1,h2
0,h2 ,h1
any canonical elements of U2 , U1,~h2 , U0,~h2 ,~h1 respectively, and then defined for
arbitrary elements in the same way. Furthermore T1,~h2 and T0,~h2 ,~h1 are defined
b ~ ),
as before. In addition to the explanations given below, (U2 , T2 ), (U ~ , T
1,h2

1,h2

b ~ ~ ) will be closed under the basic set constructions.
(U0,~h2 ,~h1 , T
0,h2 ,h1
b ~ is a canonical
We explain U2 : Assume U2 is closed under ~h2 . Then U
2,1,h2
b ~ ) to be U ~ , which will be explained
element of U2 , and we define T2 (U
2,1,h2
1,h2
below while only referring to the closure of U2 under the basic set constructions
b ~ ~ is a
and under ~h2 . Furthermore, if U1,~h2 is closed under ~h1 , then U
2,0,h2 ,h1
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b ~ ~ ) = U ~ ~ , where U ~ ~
canonical element of U2 and we define T2 (U
2,0,h2 ,h1
0,h2 ,h1
0,h2 ,h1
will be explained below, while only referring to the closure of U2 and U1,~h2 under
the basic set constructions and under ~h2 and ~h1 respectively. If ~h2 , ~h02 and ~h1 , ~h01
b ~ ~ and U
b ~ 0 ~ 0 are
are equal functions of their respective types, then U
2,0,h2 ,h1

2,0,h2 ,h1

b ~ and U
b ~ 0 . We can observe,
equal canonical elements of U2 , similar for U
1,h2
1,h2
when looking at their explanations below, that they are mapped by T2 to equal
sets. This concludes the explanations of U2 .
b ~ ) is closed under ~h2 using constructors bf ~ ,
We explain U1,~h2 : (U1,~h2 , T
1,h2
1,h2
b ~ ~ is a canonical
b
g ~ . Furthermore, if U ~ is closed under ~h1 , then U
1,h2

1,h2

1,0,h2 ,h1

b ~ (U
b ~ ~ ) = U
b ~ ~ . If ~h1 , ~h0 are
element of U1,~h2 and we define T
1
1,h2
1,0,h2 ,h1
2,0,h2 ,h1
b ~ ~ and U
b ~ ~ 0 are equal canonical
equal functions of their types then U
2,0,h2 ,h1

2,0,h2 ,h1

b ~ to equal elements of U2 .
elements of U1,~h2 which are mapped by T
1,h2
We explain U0,~h2 ,~h1 : (U0,~h2 ,~h1 , T0,~h2 ,~h1 ) is closed under ~h1 using constructors
bf ~ ~ , b
g ~ ~ , which finishes the explanation of it.
2,h2 ,h1

4.2

2,h2 ,h1

The hypern - and Hyperα -Mahlo universe.

The hyper-Mahlo universe can easily be generalised to a hypern -Mahlo universe,
which consists of n + 1 nested Mahlo universes (so the hyper0 -Mahlo universe
is a Mahlo universe.)
We give now a generalisation to a hyperα -Mahlo universe. For this we need
first to introduce a set the ordinals α are elements of. Assume some ordinal
notation system, for which we have proved in some other type theory that it is
well-founded (e.g. an ordinal notation system of order type 0 ). Let the set of
d : N → Bool which decides
notations be given by a Boolean valued function OT
whether a natural number denotes an ordinal notation or not, and the less-than
b 0 : N → N → Bool, which is
relation be given by a Boolean valued function ≺
written infix, which are definable in Peano Arithmetic, and therefore definable
using the basic set constructions plus the rules for atom (needed in order to
obtain Peano’s fourth axiom).
In our type theory we use the rules for the basic set constructions, the
d ≺
b 0 . Then let
small logical framework, and atom, and define using them OT,
0
0
d
b y), and write x ∈ OT for OT(x).
OT(x) := atom(OT(x)), x ≺ y := atom(x ≺
We define now the set of ordinals as Ord := (n : N) × (n ∈ OT), and hn, pi ≺
hm, qi := n ≺0 m.
A hyperα -universe is a universe (Uα , Tα ), such that for every β ≺ α and
~h : IOper(Uα , Tα ) there exists a hyperβ -sub-universe of (Uα , Tα ), closed under
~h and represented in Uα . In order to formulate it one defines for α : Ord
a set of universes Univα of universes of Mahlo degree α, i.e. of hyper−1+α Mahlo universes. (Univ0 contains universes which are not Mahlo at all, Univ1
contains the Mahlo-universes, which one might call hyper0 -Mahlo universes,
Univ2 contains hyper-Mahlo or hyper1 -Mahlo universes, etc.; so the “Mahlo
degree” determines “how much hyperα -Mahlo” a universe is). For u : Univα we
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have (Uα,u , TU,α,u ) : Fam(Set) (note that this is an abbreviation introduced in
the introduction which does not refer to the logical framework).
When defining it, one faces the problem that it is possible, but cumbersome,
to use recursive subuniverses. The reason is that we get chains of subuniverses:
If α0  α1  · · ·  αn , we get chains of subuniverses ui : Uαi such that
(Uαi+1 ui+1 , TU,αi+1 ,ui+1 ) is a subuniverse of (Uαi ui , TU,αi ,ui ). When using recursive subuniverses, we need to have codes for Ui in every universe Uj for
j > i since the code for it will be recursively handed upwards until we reach the
uppermost universe for which this code is mapped to the set Ui . This can be
seen already for the hyper-Mahlo universe, where we first needed to introduce
b ~ ~ : U2 before we were able to define U
b ~ ~ : U ~ , otherwise we
U
2,0,h2 ,h1
1,0,h2 ,h1
1,h2
b ~ (U
b ~ ~ ). (See the end of Def. 4.1.)
couldn’t define an equality rule for T
1,h2

1,0,h2 ,h1

This is possible, but notationally complicated.1
It is much easier to work instead with inductive subuniverses. Then elements created in subuniverses are automatically passed on to higher universes
containing it. We will follow this approach in the following.
Definition 4.2 The rules for the hyperα -Mahlo universe are as follows:
• Rules for the basic set constructions, the small logical framework, and
atom.
d ≺
b 0 , OT, ≺0 , Ord, ≺, as given above. The
• The definition equations for OT,
order type of the ordinal notation system is supposed to be 1 + α.
• Rules expressing that (V, TV ) is universe.
• Defining rules for Univβ : Assume β : Ord.
– Univβ : Set.
– Rules expressing that for β : Ord, u : Univβ we have (Uβ,u , TU,β,u ) is
b U,β,u , which is
an inductive subuniverse of (V, TV ) with embedding T
b
represented in V by UU,β,u .
• Assume β : Ord,

~h = f, g : IOper(V, TV ) .

– We have
vβ,~h : Univβ .
Let locally in this item only v− := vβ,~h : Univβ .
– We have rules expressing that
~
bf ~ , b
v,β,h gv,β,~
h : IOper(Uβ,v− , TU,β,v− ) reflect h .
1 In [53] we assumed that this is not possible because we expected to get infinite chains of
universes. But in fact we never get such infinite chains: when going upwards in the Mahlo
degrees, we will always in finitely many steps reach a top level. However the number of steps
is different for universes having the same Mahlo degree.
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• Assume β : Ord, u : Univβ , γ : Ord, p : γ ≺ β, and
~h = f, g : IOper(Uβ,u , TU,β,u ) .
– We have
uβ,u,γ,p,~h : Univγ .
Let locally in this item only
U+
T+ (a)
u−
U−
T− (a)

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

Uβ,u
TU,β,u (a)
uβ,u,γ,p,~h
Uγ,u−
TU,γ,u− (a)

:
:
:
:
:

Set ,
Set
(where a : U+ ) ,
Univγ ,
Set ,
Set
(where a : U− ) .

– (U− , T− ) is an inductive subuniverse of (U+ , T+ ) with embedding
b
b
T
u,β,u,γ,p,~
h : U− → U+ , which is represented in U+ by Uu,β,u,γ,p,~
h.
– We have rules expressing that
bf
gu,β,u,γ,p,~h : IOper(U− , T− ) reflect ~h .
u,β,u,γ,p,~
h, b
Note that in case of α = 0 we have that the ordinal notation system has
one element and we obtain essentially the rules for the internal inductive Mahlo
universe.
We leave it to the reader to model a hyperα -Mahlo universe in KripkePlatek set theory plus one recursively hyperα -Mahlo ordinal and finitely many
admissibles above it. (This model can as well be obtained by cutting down the
model of the autonomous Mahlo universe below).
Inductive-recursive nature of the construction. In the above V, Uβ,u ,
Univβ are defined simultaneously inductively, while TV , TU,β,u are defined recursively. The constructors for the inductively defined sets are the constructors
b U, U
b U , v, bfv , b
b u, U
b u , bfu ,
for the codes for the basic set constructions, T
gv , u, T
b
gu .
Meaning explanations for the hyperα -Mahlo universe. For the hyperα Mahlo universe we assume that we have already shown without using the Mahlo
universe that OT is well-founded, and therefore validated the principle of transfinite induction over Ord. The meaning explanations for the basic set construcd ≺
b 0 , OT, ≺0 , Ord, ≺ are standard. We will now give simultaneously the
tions, OT,
meaning of
• V,
• of Univβ for β : Ord,
• and of Uβ,u for β : Ord and u : Univβ .
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This will be done in such a way that Uβ,u will not refer to V or Uγ,u for β ≺ γ
except for the closure properties known at the time of introducing u, and by
not referring to Uβ,u0 for other u0 , except when defining it as equal to such a
set because u and u0 are equal elements of Univβ . So we only assume, when
introducing Uβ,u a complete understanding of Uγ,u0 for γ ≺ β for certain u0 in
Univγ .
Simultaneously recursively we define TV (x) and TU,β,u (x) for elements x of
V and Uβ,u , respectively. These operations will as before be first defined for
canonical elements and then extended to arbitrary elements.
(V, TV ) and (Uβ,u , Tβ,u ) will in addition to what is said below be closed
under the basic set constructions.
b β,u is a canonical
Meaning of V: If β is in Ord, u is in Univβ , then u0 := U
0
element of V and TV (u ) is defined as Uβ,u . Furthermore, for a in Uβ,u we have
b β,u (a) is a canonical element of V and we define TV (a0 ) = Tβ,u (a).
that a0 := T
Meaning of Univβ : If (V, TV ) is closed under f, g, then vβ,f,g is a canonical
element of Univβ . Assume that (Uγ,u , Tγ,u ) is closed under f, g. Assume p is
an element of β ≺ γ. Then uγ,u,β,p,f,g is a canonical element of Univβ .
Meaning of Uβ,u : We have closure properties applying to all u ∈ Univβ :
Assume that (Uβ,u , Tβ,u ) is closed under f, g. Assume p is an element of γ ≺
β. Let u0 := uβ,u,γ,p,f,g which is a canonical element of Univβ . Then u00 :=
b u,β,u,γ,p,f,g is a canonical element of Uβ,u with Tβ,u (u00 ) defined as Uβ,u0 .
U
b u,β,u,γ,p,f,g (a) is a canonical
Furthermore for every a in Uγ,u0 we have that a0 := T
element of Uβ,u and we define Tβ,u (a0 ) as Tγ,u0 (a).
The additional closure properties for u0 := uβ,u,γ,p,f,g as defined before are:
b 0 := T
b u,β,u,γ,p,f,g using constructors bf 0 :=
(Uγ,u0 , Tγ,u0 ) is closed under f, g via T
0
bfu,β,u,γ,p,f,g and b
g := b
gu,β,u,γ,p,f,g . This means that if a is an element of Uγ,u0
and b a function mapping Tγ,u0 (a) to Uγ,u0 , then a0 := bf 0 (a, b) is a canonical
b 0 (a), T
b 0 ◦ b)). Furthermore, if
element of Uγ,u0 with Tγ,u0 (a0 ) = A := Tβ,u (f (T
0
0
c is an element of A, then c := b
g (a, b, c) is a canonical element of Uγ,u0 with
b 0 (a), T
b 0 ◦ b, c)).
Tγ,u0 (c0 ) = Tβ,u (g(T
The additional closure properties for v 0 := vβ,f,g as defined before are:
b β,v0 using constructors bfv,β,f,g , b
(Uβ,v0 , Tβ,v0 ) is closed under f, g via T
gv,β,f,g .

4.3

The Autonomous Mahlo Universe

The next step is to define a universe (V, TV ) which has strength (KPω +
(AutMahlo))+ . Here (KPω + (AutMahlo))+ means that there exists an ordinal κ which is recursively hyperκ -Mahlo plus finitely many admissibles above
it. We will call this universe the autonomous Mahlo universe.
(Recursively) inaccessible sets (and hyperκ -Mahlo sets are inaccessible sets)
correspond in type theory to universes, so we introduce in type theory a universe
(V, TV ) which correspond to an autonomous Mahlo set. Ordinals can be modelled in type theory by elements of a W-type. The set of ordinals in a universe
(V, TV ) are the elements of the W-type having as branching types all sets in V,
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which means that it can be represented by Wx : V.TV (x)2 . We define the set
Deg of degrees preliminarily as this set.
So we need to formulate that (V, TV ) is hyperd -Mahlo for any d : Deg. In
order to define this, we introduce for d : Deg the set Univd of codes for universes
which are hyperd -Mahlo. For each u : Univd we introduce the actual universe
given by it as Ud,u : Set and Td,u : Ud,u → Set.
That the autonomous Mahlo ordinal κ is hyperα -Mahlo for any α < κ will
be expressed by rules stating that for every ~h : IOper(V, TV ) and every degree
d : Deg there exists a universe u : Univd s.t. Ud,u is closed under ~h.
That a universe u : Univd is hyperd -Mahlo will be expressed by rules stating that any ~h : IOper(Ud,u , Td,u ) can be reflected into smaller degrees d0 . If
d = sup(r, s), where r : V and s : TV (a) → Deg, then the degrees d0 smaller
than d are the degrees d0 := s(a) for a : TV (a). Then we demand that any
universe u : Univd is Mahlo reflecting in Univd0 for any d0 smaller than d: If
~h : IOper(Ud,u , Td,u ), then there exists an inductive subuniverse of (Ud,u , Td,u )
in Univd0 which is closed under ~h and represented in Ud,u .
(The reader might suggest that one should close “smaller” transitively, but
that won’t result in introducing new universes: in order for instance to reflect ~h
as above into a u00 : Univd00 , where d00 is smaller than d0 which is again smaller
than d, we can first reflect ~h into some u0 : Univd0 and reflect the function
reflecting ~h in Ud0 ,u0 into some u00 : Univd00 .)
One problem seems to be that Deg depends on all of V, TV – therefore
Deg is only available once the construction of V, TV is complete. But when
constructing V one needs to know Deg in order to be able to introduce new
universes for appropriate Mahlo degrees.
However, one can easily see that for every d : (Wx : V.TV (x)) there exists
an ha, bi : IFam(V, TV ) such that d and its subtrees only refer to elements
of V in (b(x))x:a (collect all branching degrees of d and its subtrees into one
family of sets in V). More precisely, the situation is as follows: Define for ha, bi
as above fa,b : (Wx : TV (a).TV (b(x))) → Wx : V.TV (x), fa,b (sup(r, s)) =
sup(b(r), (y)fa,b (s(y))). Then for every d : Deg there exist some a, b, d0 s.t. d =
fa,b (d0 ) for some ha, bi and d0 : (Wx : TV (a).TV (b(x))).
Therefore the set of degrees depends only locally on V and one can construct Deg simultaneously while constructing V – whenever one constructs new
elements of V one obtains new elements of Deg, which allow to construct new
elements of V, namely subuniverses of V having the new degrees. The existence of an autonomous Mahlo universe means that we claim that this process
eventually stops after transfinitely many steps. We distinguish now Deg, which
is defined simultaneously with V from Wx : V.TV (x) (which can fully only be
defined after the definition of (V, TV ) is complete) and give the constructor
introducing elements of Deg the name deg rather than sup.
It turns out that we don’t need any elimination rules for Deg, except for
rules decomposing deg(r, s) into r and s. Full elimination rules are unnecessary,
since there exists an obvious embedding g : (Wx : V.TV (x)) → Deg. So if one
2 Note

that this type is the same as Peter Aczel’s type V of iterative sets [1].
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wanted to refer to the least set of degrees introduced like this, one could refer
to g(w) for w : (Wx : V.TV (x)) and use the elimination rule for Wx : V.TV (x).
We therefore obtain now the following rules for the type theory with one
autonomous Mahlo universe:
Definition 4.3 The rules for the autonomous Mahlo universe are as follows:
• Rules for the basic set constructions and the small logical framework.
• Rules expressing that (V, TV ) is universe.
• Formation rule for Deg:
Deg : Set ,
• Introduction rule for Deg and elimination rules (referring to bdeg, subdeg):
deg : (a : V, b : TV (a) → Deg) → Deg ,
bdeg : Deg → V ,
subdeg : (d : Deg, a : TV (bdeg(d))) → Deg .
bdeg(deg(a, b)) = a , subdeg(deg(a, b), c) = b(c) .
• Defining rules for Univd : Assume d : Deg.
– Univd : Set.
– Rules expressing that for d : Deg, u : Univd we have (Ud,u , TU,d,u ) is
b U,d,u , which is
an inductive subuniverse of (V, TV ) with embedding T
b
represented in V as UU,d,u .
• Assume d : Deg,

~h = f, g : IOper(V, TV ) .

– We have
vd,~h : Univd .
Let locally in this item only v− := vd,~h : Univd .
– We have rules expressing that
~
bf ~ , b
v,d,h gv,d,~
h : IOper(Ud,v− , TU,d,v− ) reflect h .
• Assume now d : Deg, u : Univd , a : TV (bdeg(d)),
~h = f, g : IOper(Ud,u , TU,d,u ) .
Let locally in this item only d− := subdeg(d, a) : Deg.
– We have
ud,u,a,~h : Univd− .
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Let additionally locally in this item only
U+
T+ (a)
u−
U−
T− (a)

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

Ud,u
TU,d,u (a)
ud,u,a,~h
Ud− ,u−
TU,d− ,u− (a)

:
:
:
:
:

Set ,
Set
(where a : U+ ) ,
Univd− ,
Set ,
Set
(where a : U− ) .

– (U− , T− ) is an inductive subuniverse of (U+ , T+ ) with embedding
b
b
T
u,d,u,a,~
h : U− → U+ , which is represented in U+ by Uu,d,u,a,~
h.
– We have rules expressing that
bf
gu,d,u,a,~h : IOper(U− , T− ) reflect ~h .
u,d,u,a,~
h, b
Inductive-recursive nature of the construction. In the above V, Deg,
Univd , Ud,u are defined simultaneously inductively, while TV , bdeg, subdeg,
TU,d,u are defined recursively. The constructors for the inductively defined sets
b U, U
b U,
are the constructors for the codes for the basic set constructions, deg, T
b
b
b
b
v, fv , b
gv , u, Tu , Uu , fu , b
gu .
Meaning explanations for the autonomous Mahlo universe.
These
meaning explanations will serve as a predicative justification of its constructive
validity. We give simultaneously the meaning of Deg, V, Univd (for d in Deg)
and Ud,u (for d in Deg and u in Univd ). We will as well define simultaneously
sets TV (x) for x in V, and Td,u (a) for a in Ud,u , and elements bdeg(d) in V for d
in Deg and subdeg(d, a) for d in Deg and a in TV (bdeg(d)). Here Ud,u will refer
only to a complete understanding of Ud0 ,u0 for some u0 in Univd0 and degrees d0
introduced before introducing d. Otherwise it will only refer to Ud0 ,u0 for other
degrees d0 and to V by using closure properties known when introducing u.
(V, TV ) and (Ud,u , Td,u ) will in addition to what is said below be closed
under the basic set constructions.
b U,d,u is a canonical
Explanation of V: If d is in Deg, u is in Univd , then U
b U,d,u ) as Ud,u . Furthermore, if a is in Ud,u , then
element of V and we define TV (U
b
b U,d,u (a)) as TU,d,u (a).
TU,d,u (a) is a canonical element of V and we define TV (T
Explanation of Deg: If a is in V, b is a function mapping elements of TV (a) to
Deg, then deg(a, b) is a canonical element of Deg and we define bdeg(deg(a, b)) =
a, subdeg(deg(a, b), x) = b(x). Note that as usual we leave it to the reader
to explain when two canonical elements of Deg are equal and that bdeg and
subdeg applied to equal canonical elements result in equal elements of V and
Deg, respectively.
Explanation of Univd : Assume (V, TV ) is closed under f, g and d is an
element of Deg. Then vd,f,g is a canonical element of Univd . Assume d is in
Deg, u in Univd . Assume (Ud,u , Td,u ) is closed under f, g, a is in TV (bdeg(d)),
and let d− := subdeg(d, a). Then we have ud,u,a,f,g is a canonical element of
Univd− .
Explanation of Ud,u : As for the hyperα -Mahlo universe, we first give an
explanation of the closure properties of Ud,u which apply to all elements u of
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Univd : If the conditions for forming u− := ud,u,a,f,g above are fulfilled, then
b u,d,u,a,f,g is a canonical element of Ud,u and we define Td,u (U
b u,d,u,a,f,g ) as
U
b
Ud− ,u− . Furthermore for a in Ud− ,u− we define Tu,d,u,a,f,g (a) as a canonical
b u,d,u,a,f,g (a)) as Td− ,u− (a).
element of Ud,u and define Td,u (T
Now we define the additional closure properties for specific elements Ud,u :
In case of u = vd,f,g for which the conditions for introducing it are fulfilled we
b U,d,u using constructors bfv,d,f,g , b
have that Ud,u is closed under f, g via T
gv,d,f,g .
In case of u = ud,u,a,f,g which is an element of Univd− with d− as stated
b u,d,u,a,f,g using constructors
above we have that Ud− ,u is closed under f, g via T
bfu,d,u,a,f,g , b
gu,d,u,a,f,g .

5

A Model of the Autonomous Mahlo Universe

5.1

Notations

We will in the following make use of the notations and basic principles for
developing models as introduced in the sections on model constructions of [53].
We repeat here the most important ones:
• Terms are interpreted as simplified terms of the language (we throw away
some typing information which is not relevant in the model). For a term
r let [[ r ]]ρ be the result of substituting free variables x by ρ(x) in r and
omitting the information to be thrown away. Let [[ Term ]] be the set of
terms.
• A set A in an environment ρ is interpreted as a partial equivalence relation
(PER; i.e. a symmetric and transitive relation; see Def. 2.6(c) of [53])
[[ A ]]ρ , where ha, bi ∈ [[ A ]]ρ means that a and b are equal elements of
[[ A ]]ρ . Dom([[ A ]]ρ ) is the underlying set of terms, i.e. since [[ A ]]ρ is a
PER, Dom([[ A ]]ρ ) = {a | ha, ai ∈ [[ A ]]ρ }. (In [53] we used Flat instead of
Dom – we change the notation on suggestion by the referee, in order to
be closer to standard notations for PER models.)
• We will sometimes for simplicity treat [[ A ]]ρ as if it were a set of terms
rather than a set of pairs of terms, and therefore identify [[ A ]]ρ with
Dom([[ A ]]ρ ).
• We have a reduction relation on terms corresponding to the elimination
rules of the type theory. All interpretations of sets will be in addition to
what is stated in the following be closed under reductions.
• We have operations on PERs corresponding to the operations of the standard set constructions and of the small logical framework, where we write
[[ → ]], [[ × ]], [[ + ]] infix. Especially we write (x ∈ A) [[ → ]] B(x) for the
set of functions mapping a ∈ Dom(A) to Dom(B(a)), or more precisely
the corresponding partial equivalence relation. (x ∈ A) [[ × ]] B(x) stands
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for the PER corresponding to the set of pairs ha, bi for a ∈ Dom(A) and
b ∈ Dom(B(a)). A [[ + ]] B is to be understood in a similar way.
• [[ IFam ]](U, T ) := (x ∈ U ) [[ × ]] (T (x) [[ → ]] U ), which is the PER corresponding to the set of pairs ha, bi such that a ∈ Dom(U ) and b ∈
Dom(T (a) [[ → ]] U ).
• [[ IFamOper ]]0 (U, T ) := (x ∈ U ) [[ → ]] (T (x) [[ → ]] U ) [[ → ]] U ,
[[ IFamOper ]]1 (U, T, f ) :=
(x ∈ U ) [[ → ]] (y ∈ (T (x) [[ → ]] U )) [[ → ]] T (f (x, y)) [[ → ]] U ,
[[ IFamOper ]](U, T ) := (f ∈ [[ IFamOper ]]0 (U, T )) [[ × ]] [[ IFamOper ]]1 (U, T, f ) .
[[ IFamOper ]]0 (U, T ) and [[ IFamOper ]]1 (U, T, f ) form the two components
of the set of functions [[ IFam ]](U, T ) [[ → ]] [[ IFam ]](U, T ).
• The closure of X under reductions is defined as
Clos→ (X) := {hs, ti | ∃hs0 , t0 i ∈ X | s −→∗ s0 ∧ t −→∗ t0 } .

5.2

Autonomous Mahlo and Hyperα -Mahlo Ordinals

In order to define what it means for an ordinal to be recursively autonomous
hyperα -Mahlo we first introduce the notion of an recursively hyperα -Mahlo. We
will in the following usually omit the adverb “recursively” (or put it in brackets)
which has to be added to all occurrences of hyperα -Mahlo and autonomous
Mahlo sets and ordinals.
Remember the definition of a Mahlo ordinal from [53]: A (recursively) Mahlo
set is an admissible set aM such that
(Mahlo) ∀~z ∈ aM .((∀x ∈ aM .∃y ∈ aM .ϕ(x, y, ~z ))
→ ∃u ∈ aM .Ad(u) ∧ ~z ∈ u ∧ (∀x ∈ u.∃y ∈ u.ϕ(x, y, ~z )))
for any ∆0 -formula ϕ(x, y, ~z ) such that FV(ϕ(x, y, ~z )) ⊆ {x, y, ~z} .
Here Ad(u) means that u is an admissible set. A (recursively) Mahlo ordinal is
an ordinal M such that LM is a (recursively) Mahlo set.
Recursively Mahlo ordinals can be defined purely recursion theoretically ([21]
Definition VIII.6.7 p. 422) as the set of ordinals κ such that for any F : κ → κ
which is κ-recursive in parameters there exist a recursively regular (or admissible) ordinal λ < κ s.t. ∀π < λ.F (π) < λ.
Recursively hyperα -Mahlo ordinal are obtained by stating instead that for
any β < α any F as above can be reflected into a recursively hyperβ -Mahlo
ordinal κ0 . Since we want recursively hyperα -Mahlo ordinals to be Mahlo, we
need to allow as well reflection into admissible sets.
(Note that we only demand κ0 to be recursively hyperβ -Mahlo for one β < α,
not for all β < α simultaneously, which would give a slightly different notion –
with that different notion a recursively autonomous Mahlo κ is not recursively
hyperκ -Mahlo, but only recursively hyperα -Mahlo for all α < κ).
Moving back to the definitions in Kripke-Platek set theory, we define for
ordinals α the collection of (recursively) hyperα -Mahlo sets hyperα MahloSet by
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recursion on α as follows: hyperα MahloSet is defined by having the following
property:
(HyperMahlo)α

a ∈ hyperα MahloSet →
Ad(a)∧
(∀~z ∈ a.(∀x ∈ a.∃y ∈ a.ϕ(x, y, ~z))
→ ((∀β < α.∃u ∈ a.u ∈ hyperβ MahloSet ∧ ~z ∈ u
∧(∀x ∈ u.∃y ∈ u.ϕ(x, y, ~z )))
∧∃u ∈ a.Ad(u) ∧ ~z ∈ u
∧(∀x ∈ u.∃y ∈ u.ϕ(x, y, ~z))))
for any ∆0 -formula ϕ(x, y, ~z) such that
FV(ϕ(x, y, ~z )) ⊆ {x, y, ~z} .

So a hyperα -Mahlo means that a is admissible and any Π2 -property ∀x ∈ a.∃y ∈
a.ϕ(x, y, ~z) can be reflected for any β < α into a hyperβ -Mahlo set in a and
be reflected into an admissible set in a. Especially hyper0 MahloSet are the
(recursively) Mahlo sets. A (recursively) Hyperα -Mahlo-ordinal is an ordinal κ
such that Lκ is a (recursively) Hyperα -Mahlo set.
Now an ordinal κ is (recursively) autonomous Mahlo (we say in the following
briefly autonomous Mahlo) if it is (recursively) hyperκ -Mahlo.
The theory (KPω + (Aut − Mahlo))+ of Kripke Platek set theory plus one
(recursively) autonomous Mahlo ordinal and finitely many admissibles above is
defined as follows:
• The language is that of KPi as in [13], and in addition a binary predicate
u ∈ hyperβ MahloSet (depending on u, β), a constant AutMahloSet for an
admissible which is autonomous Mahlo and for n ∈ N constants an for the
nth admissible above AutMahlo.
• We have the axioms of KPi as in [13], p. 124, but excluding (∆0 − Col)
and (Lim).
• We have axioms (HyperMahlo)α (uniform in α, for any formula ϕ stated
there).
• We have axioms
Ad(AutMahloSet)∧∀α ∈ AutMahloSet.AutMahloSet ∈ hyperα MahloSet .
• We have for n ∈ N axioms
Ad(an ) ∧ AutMahloSet ∈ an ∧ an ∈ an+1 .

5.3

The Basic Idea of the Model

The general idea for constructing models is as in Subsect. 3.2 of [53]: One
defines by recursion on α (Vα , Tα ) ∈ [[ Fam ]](Set) fulfilling Assumption 3.2.
of [53] by closing Vα under the basic set constructions and adding codes for
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universes (i.e. elements of Univd ), whenever for some β < α we have that
(Vβ , Tβ ) is suitable as an interpretation for this universe. The added universe
is then interpreted as Vβ for the minimal such β. Then [[ V ]] := V<AutM and
[[ T(a) ]]ρ := T<AutM ([[ a ]]ρ ) for a (recursively) autonomous Mahlo ordinal AutM.
Therefore the main task is to define when (Vβ , Tβ ) is sufficiently closed so
that it can be used as an interpretation of an element of Univd .
One problem when dealing with the autonomous Mahlo universe is the fact
that the set Deg seems to depend on the whole universe we are defining. But we
have observed above that it only depends locally on it, so each element of Deg
depends only on locally small set of elements of the autonomous Mahlo universe.
So we will be able to define approximations Degα of [[ Deg
S ]] simultaneously while
defining Vα , Tα , and define [[ Deg ]] := Deg<AutM := α<AutM Degα , and refer,
when defining Vα only to elements of Deg<α .
As for the Mahlo universe (defined in [53]) we have the problem that we know
the set of functions from families of elements in [[ V ]] to families of elements in
[[ V ]] only, when the definition of [[ V ]] is complete. The solution there was to
b f,g without knowing that f and g are defined on all of [[ V ]] – all we needed
add U
was that they are defined on Uf,g . Similarly, we will add in the construction of
the autonomous Mahlo universe codes vd,f,g to Vα using only the fact that f , g
are locally defined and that d ∈ Deg<α . In fact we will only consider codes for
subuniverses of the form vd,f,g .
All other occurring universes will be modelled in this universe by codes of
the form vd,f,g . Especially we will add a reduction rule ud,u,a,f,g −→ vd− ,f,g
where d− = subdeg(d, a). This means of course that that if in the model we
have u = vd0 ,f,g ∈ Vα , it is not necessarily the case that f , g are total on V: if
u represents an element ud00 ,u,a,f,g in the type theory, then we know only that
f, g are total on Ud00 ,u , not on V. However, the type theory guarantees that
d0 = subdeg(d00 , a) : Deg, therefore in the model d0 is an element of [[ Deg ]] –
roughly speaking d0 is a “total degree”.
One could have defined a more sophisticated model by defining at each stage
α the least subuniverse of V<α closed under the constructions needed as an
interpretation of u := vd,f,g , and, if this set is sufficiently closed, take this set
as an interpretation of Ud,u . This would be technically more complicated and
we use the current definition, since it is simpler and gives a model.
[[ Univd ]]ρ will be essentially the set of vd0 ,f,g (where d0 = [[ d ]]ρ ) occurring
in [[ V ]]. (We have to vary this definition slightly in order to accommodate for
the rule stating that d = d0 : Deg implies Univd = Univd0 : Set.)

5.4

Formal Definition of the Model

We will work in (KPω + (Aut − Mahlo))+ as defined above.
The set of terms in the model. As for all models of type theory in [53],
b Σ
b on V, U, d, u, and have for
we will omit in [[ Term ]] the dependency of N,
b
b
b
instance [[ NV ]]ρ := [[ NU,d,u ]]ρ := N.
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Univd , Ud,u will be interpreted as subsets of [[ V ]], and in the model we treat
inductive subuniverses as if they were recursive subuniverses and we could omit
the recursive embedding altogether, i.e. as if they were subsets. Note that in the
original type theory, the embedding Tb of an inductive subuniverse (U, TU ) into
b U and
its encompassing universe (V, TV ) is a constructor. For instance, let N
b
NV be the codes for the natural numbers in U and V . Then in the type theory
b U) = N
b V (however, we cannot prove inside type theory that
we don’t have Tb(N
they are not equal). All we have is that the sets they denote are the same,
b V ) = TV (Tb(N
b U )). In the model we have instead that N
b V and Tb(N
b U)
i.e. TV (N
are equal, and we will in the model omit the embedding Tb altogether. Therefore
b U,d,u , T
b u,d,u,a,f,g will be treated as if they were identity functions, and U
b U,d,u ,
T
b
Uu,d,u,a,f,g will be identified with u and ud,u,a,f,g , respectively. So we have the
following reduction rules:
b U,d,u (a)
T
b
Tu,d,u,a,f,g (x)
b U,d,u
U
b u,d,u,a,f,g
U

−→
−→
−→
−→

a ,
x ,
u ,
ud,u,a,f,g .

The reduction rules for bdeg and subdeg are as given by their equality rules,
i.e.
bdeg(deg(r, s)) −→ r ,
subdeg(deg(r, s), a) −→ s(a) .
bf and b
g will be interpreted by their underlying functions, i.e. we have
bfv,d,f,g (x, y)
bfu,d,u,a,f,g (x, y)
b
gv,d,f,g (x, y, z)
b
gu,d,u,a,f,g (x, y, z)

−→
−→
−→
−→

f (x, y) ,
f (x, y) ,
g(x, y, z) ,
g(x, y, z) .

(We have to be careful that this causes no problems with the equality rules for
TU,d,u , Tu,d,a,f,g , but one sees immediately that there are indeed no problems.)
Furthermore ud,u,a,f,g will be identified with vsubdeg(d,a),f,g , so we have
ud,u,a,f,g

−→ vsubdeg(d,a),f,g .

Closure properties of Vβ : The crucial closure property of Vα apart from
closing V<α under one step basic set constructions is when to add vd,f,g to Vα :
We add it, if d ∈ Deg<α and we have at a previous stage β < α found that V<β
has the closure properties needed so that it can be used as an interpretation of
vd,f,g . This means that
• V<β is closed under f, g.
• V<β contains bdeg(d).
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• V<β is closed under subuniverses relative to the subdegrees formed from
the branching degrees just mentioned. This means that for any operator
fe, e
g on families of sets internal to V<β and any a ∈ T<β (bdeg(d)) we have
with d− := subdeg(d, a) that vd− ,fe,eg is in V<β .
This means that V<β is sufficiently closed to serve as an interpretation of vd,f,g ,
and we interpret vd,f,g as V<β for the minimal such β.
Since we are working in a PER model, we have to replace in the definitions
reference to terms as elements of the sets by pairs of terms as elements of those
sets.
Definition of Vα , Tα , Degα . As for the super and Mahlo universe in [53],
we define (Vα , Tα ) ∈ [[ Fam ]](Set) by closing it under the one step standard set
constructions. We will then interpret [[ V ]] = V<AutM , [[ TV ]] = T<AutM .
In order to define when to add vd,f,g we first introduce what it means for a
family of sets to be closed under d:
2

Definition 5.1 Let (U, T ) ∈ [[ Fam ]](Set), hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Term ]] . (U, T ) is downward closed under d, d0 , written as degClosure(U, T, d, d0 ), if the following holds:
(1) U is closed under hbdeg(d), bdeg(d0 )i, i.e.
hbdeg(d), bdeg(d0 )i ∈ U .
(2) U is closed under the formation of subuniverses for subdegrees of d, d0 :
Assume a, a0 , fe, fe0 , ge, e
g 0 ∈ [[ Term ]] such that the following holds:
– ha, a0 i ∈ T (bdeg(d)),
– d− := subdeg(d, a), d− 0 := subdeg(d0 , a0 ),
– U is closed under fe, fe0 , ge, e
g 0 , i.e.
hhfe, gei, hfe0 , ge0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](U, T ) .
Then
hvd− ,fe,eg , vd− 0 ,fe0 ,eg0 i ∈ U .
Assume now an ordinal α and d, d,0 f, f 0 , g, g 0 ∈ [[ Term ]]. Assume β s.t. β +
1 < α. Assume
• (V<β , T<β ) is closed under the universe constructions.
• (V<β , T<β ) is closed under f, f 0 , g, g 0 :
hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](V<β , T<β ) .
• hd, d0 i ∈ Deg<α .
• degClosure(V<β , T<β , d, d0 ).
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We call the above conditions the “conditions for possibly interpreting [[ T ]](vd,f,g )
as V<β .” Let β be minimal such that the above holds. Then
hvd,f,g , vd0 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈ Vα ,

Tα (vd,f,g ) := V<β .

Furthermore Degα , Deg<α are defined as follows simultaneously with defining Vα , Tα :
S
β
,
Deg<α :=
β<α Deg
α
Deg
:= Clos→ ({hdeg(r, s), deg(r0 , s0 )i | hr, r0 i ∈ V<α ∧ hs, s0 i ∈ T<α (r) [[ → ]] Deg<α }) .
Interpretation of the other sets. We define now for an autonomous Mahlo
ordinal AutM
[[ V ]]ρ
[[ TV (a) ]]ρ
[[ Deg ]]ρ

:=
:=
:=

V<AutM ,
[[ TV ]]([[ a ]]ρ ) := T<AutM ([[ a ]]ρ ) ,
Deg<AutM ,

and then
[[ Univd ]]ρ
[[ Ud,u ]]ρ
[[ TU,d,u (a) ]]ρ

2

:= Clos→ ({hvd00 ,f,g , vd000 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈ [[ Term ]] |
hvd0 ,f,g , vd00 ,f,g i ∈ [[ V ]] ∧ hvd00 ,f,g , vd000 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈ [[ V ]]}) ,
where d0 = [[ d ]]ρ .
:= [[ TV ]]([[ u ]]ρ ) .
:= [[ TV ]]([[ a ]]ρ ) .

As for all previous models we have [[ V ]] ∈ LAutM+1 and [[ TV ]](a) ∈ LAutM
for a ∈ [[ V ]] and define therefore
o(U) := AutM + 1 , o(TV (a)) := AutM .
The interpretation of the basic set constructions will be defined as in the previously introduced models of type theories, and this will require the use of finitely
many admissibles on top of AutM.
We can easily see see that Assumption 3.2 of [53] holds.

5.5

Correctness of the Model

Basic correctness. The crucial part of the correctness proof for the model
model will be to show that [[ Deg ]] is closed under the introduction rule for Deg
– this is where we use the fact that AutM is an autonomous Mahlo ordinal.
A minor complication arises as well when showing that, if d, d0 are equal
elements of [[ Deg ]], then [[ Univd ]] and [[ Univd0 ]] are equal. Before verifying
this, we show the correctness of the other rules:
• The correctness of all equality rules follow by the corresponding reduction
rules.
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• We have that [[ bdeg ]] ∈ [[ Deg ]] [[ → ]] [[ V ]], and for hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]] and
ha, a0 i ∈ [[ T ]](bdeg(d)) we have that hsubdeg(d, a), subdeg(d0 , a0 )i ∈ [[ Deg ]]:
Assume hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]]. Then hd, d0 i ∈ Degα for some α. But then d −→
deg(r, s), d0 −→ deg(r0 , s0 ) s.t. hr, r0 i ∈ V<α and hs, s0 i ∈ T<α (r) [[ → ]]
Deg<α . bdeg(d) −→ r bdeg(d0 ) −→ r0 , therefore hbdeg(d), bdeg(d0 )i ∈
V<α ⊆ [[ V ]]. Furthermore assume ha, ai ∈ [[ T ]](bdeg(d)) = T<α (bdeg(d)).
We have subdeg(d, a) −→ s(a), subdeg(d0 , a0 ) −→ s0 (a0 ), hs(a), s0 (a0 )i ∈
Deg<α ⊆ [[ Deg ]], and therefore as well hsubdeg(d, a), subdeg(d0 , a0 )i ∈
[[ Deg ]].
• We show that [[ Deg ]] is closed under the introduction rule. Assume
hr, r0 i ∈ [[ V ]], and hs, s0 i ∈ [[ T ]](r) [[ → ]] [[ Deg ]]. Then hr, r0 i ∈ V<α
for some α < AutM. [[ T ]](r) = T<α (r) ∈ LAutM , ∀ha, a0 i ∈ T<α (r).∃β <
AutM.hs(a), s0 (a0 )i ∈ Degβ . By AutM admissible there exists γ < AutM
s.t. α < γ and the β just given can always to be chosen < γ. But then it
follows hdeg(r, s), deg(r0 , s0 )i ∈ Degγ ⊆ [[ Deg ]].
• [[ V ]] is a universe: One easily verifies that Assumption 3.2 of [53] is fulfilled
with U replaced by V. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3 of [53] and the fact that
AutM is a recursively inaccessible we get that ([[ V ]], [[ TV ]]) is closed under
the universe constructions.
• That ([[ Ud,u ]]ρ , [[ TU,d,u ]]ρ ) are closed under the universe constructions folb U,d,u (x) −→ x and U
b d,y −→
lows by the construction. [[ Ud,u ]]ρ ⊆ [[ V ]], T
u ∈ [[ V ]], therefore ([[ Ud,u ]]ρ , [[ TU,d,u ]]ρ ) fulfils the rules for being an inductive subuniverse of V represented in V.
• We prove the correctness of the introduction rule introducing vd,f,g . More
generally we prove the following:
– Assume α ∈ Ord, hd, d0 i ∈ Degα . Assume κ ∈ Ord, κ hyperα -Mahlo,
hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](V<κ , T<κ ). Then hvd,f,g , vd0 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈
Vκ+2 .
If we have proved that statement above then the assertion follows: If
hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]], then hd, d0 i ∈ Degα some α < AutM. AutM is hyperα+1 Mahlo, so if hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]]([[ V ]], [[ T ]]), then hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈
[[ IFamOper ]](V<κ , T<κ ) for some κ which is hyperα -Mahlo. Here we use
the fact that hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]]([[ V ]], [[ T ]]) can be expressed
as a Π2 -formula in AutM (similarly as it was the case in case of the Mahlo
universe). But then hvd,f,g , vd0 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈ Vκ+2 ⊆ [[ V ]].
We prove now the statement above by induction over α.
Let r := bdeg(d), r0 := bdeg(d0 ), s(x) := subdeg(d, x), s0 (x) := subdeg(s0 , x).
We have hr, r0 i ∈ U<α ⊆ U<κ since α ≤ κ, and for hx, x0 i ∈ T<α (r) we
have that hs(x), s0 (x0 )i ∈ Deg<α . In order to show that hvd,f,g , vd0 ,f 0 ,g0 i ∈
Vκ+2 it suffices to show that the conditions for possibly interpreting
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[[ T ]](vd,f,g ) as V<κ are fulfilled. Since κ is Mahlo, it is inaccessible and
therefore (V<κ , T<κ ) is closed under the universe constructions. It is by
assumption closed under f, f 0 , g, g 0 . By α ≤ κ we get hd, d0 i ∈ Deg<κ .
So we need to show degClosure(V<κ , T<κ , d, d0 ). hr, r0 i ∈ U<κ . Assume a, a0 , fe, fe0 , ge, e
g 0 s.t. ha, a0 i ∈ T<κ (r), d− := subdeg(d, a), d0− :=
0 0
subdeg(d , a ), and hhfe, e
gi, hfe0 , e
g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](U<κ , T<κ ). The above
can be expressed as a Π2 -formula. hd− , d0− i ∈ Deg<α . Let hd− , d0− i ∈ Degβ
for β < α. By κ being hyperα -Mahlo there exists a κ0 < κ which is
0
0
hyperβ -Mahlo, s.t. hhfe, gei, hfe0 , ge0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](U<κ , T<κ ). By IH
0
hvd− ,fe,eg , vd0 ,fe0 ,eg0 i ∈ Uκ +2 ⊆ U<κ .
−

• The closure of [[ Ud,vd,f,g ]]ρ under bfv,d,f,g , b
gv,d,f,g , follows by the construcb
tion and the reduction rules for f, b
g.
• Similarly follows, with d− := subdeg(d, a) the closure of [[ Ud− ,ud,u,a,f,g ]]ρ
under bfu,d,u,a,f,g , b
gu,d,u,a,f,g .
• The correctness of the introduction rule introducing ud,u,a,f,g follows by
the fact that u ∈ Dom([[ Univd ]]ρ ) must reduce to vd00 ,f,e
e g where hvd0 ,fe,e
g , vd00 ,fe,e
gi ∈
[[ V ]] (d0 := [[ d ]]ρ ), that therefore [[ Ud,u ]]ρ = [[ TV ]](vd0 ,fe,eg ) = [[ TV ]](vd00 ,fe,eg )
is closed under the formation of subuniverses (interpreting vd− ,f,g for subdegrees d− of d), and that ud,u,a,f,g −→ vd− ,f,g for d− = subdeg(d, a).
• That with u− := ud,u,a,f,g and d− := subdeg(d, a) we have that (under
the assumptions given by the rules) the correctness of the rules expressing
that (Ud− ,u− , Td− ,u− ) is an inductive subuniverse of (Ud,u , Td,u ) holds
follows since u must reduce to some vd,f,e
e g , and Ud,u was interpreted as
<α
some V
which contained [[ Ud− ,u− ]] as a subset and u− as an element
(the argument is essentially the same as verifying the correctness of Ud,u
being an inductive subuniverse of V above).
Correctness of the equality rule for Univd . We show the correctness of
the equality rule for Univd , which expresses that if d = d0 : Deg then Univd =
Univd0 : Set. First we see easily by main induction on α and side-induction on
β that the following small lemma holds:
ha, bi ∈ Vα → ∀β < α(ha, ai ∈ Vβ ∨ hb, bi ∈ Vβ ) → ha, bi ∈ Vβ .
Now we show the following statement:
∀α < AutM.∀d, d0 , f, g, a ∈ [[ Term ]].∀hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]].
(hvd,f,g , ai ∈ Vα → hvd0 ,f,g , ai ∈ Vα )∧
(ha, vd,f,g i ∈ Vα → ha, vd0 ,f,g i ∈ Vα ) .
Then, since [[ V ]] is symmetric and transitive, we obtain that hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]]
implies [[ Univd ]] = [[ Univd0 ]].
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The statement is shown by induction on α. We need to show only the first
half, the second half follows by the symmetry of Vα (the symmetry is part of
Assumption 3.2 of [53]). Assume α, hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]], hvd,f,g , ai ∈ Vα , and that
the assertion holds for β < α. Then a −→ vd00 ,f 0 ,g0 for some d00 , f 0 , g 0 . Let
Tα (vd,f,g ) = V<β with β + 1 < α.
Therefore V<β is closed under the universe constructions,
hhf, gi, hf 0 , g 0 ii ∈ [[ IFamOper ]](V<β , T<β ) ,
and we have degClosure(V<β , T<β , d, d00 ). We have that hd, d0 i ∈ [[ Deg ]] implies hbdeg(d), bdeg(d0 )i ∈ [[ V ]] and for ha, a0 i ∈ [[ TV ]](bdeg(d)) we have
hsubdeg(d, a), subdeg(d0 , a0 )i ∈ [[ Deg ]]. But then we obtain using the IH for ordinals < β that degClosure(V<β , T<β , d0 , d00 ) holds. Therefore hvd0 ,f,g , ai ∈ Vα .
Remaining construction of the model. The remaining steps are as for
the other models of type theory with universes in [53]: We need finitely many
admissibles above AutM in order to interpret the basic set constructions on
top of V, TV (each application of the W-type on top of V requires one more
admissible). Therefore the type theory can be interpreted in Kripke Platek
set theory plus one Π3 -reflecting ordinal and finitely many admissibles (i.e. for
Meta-each n we have n admissibles ) above it. So we have given the essence of
a proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 5.2
(a) We can model MLW + (Aut − Mahlo) in (KPω + (Aut − Mahlo))+ .
(b) |MLW + (Aut − Mahlo)| ≤ |(KPω + (Aut − Mahlo))+ |.
(c) The previous statements hold as well if we replace intensional by extensional equality.
Remark 5.3 The status of the above theorem is as follows: Above we have
developed the model and proved its correctness, including the details involving
the autonomous Mahlo universe which go beyond standard Martin-Löf type theory. However, we are relying on the basic constructions of models of type theory
in Kripke-Platek set theory, which includes how to interpret the basic set constructions, and the properties of the terms and reductions of terms used. In
the author’s PhD thesis [42], these details have been worked out in full detail,
but the setting there was not very generic to be adaptable to the current setting.
The author would have liked to publish a modernised presentation of this model
construction before publishing the current article, which would have enabled him
to carry out the details in full. However, he felt that presenting the autonomous
Mahlo and the Π3 -reflecting universes is more urgent, and therefore decided to
present this universe with a sketch of the model, rather than waiting before the
infrastructure article has gone through the publishing process. So what makes
the current model constructions a sketch is the general setting common to all
models of type theory (and one can refer to my PhD thesis for those details), the
correctness of the model regarding the details of the autonomous Mahlo universe
have been worked out in this article in detail.
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6

Conclusion

We have shown how to develop an autonomous Mahlo universe. We have developed a model for the autonomous Mahlo universe and therefore determined an
upper bound for its proof theoretic strength.
Future research. Apart from introducing the Π3 -reflecting universe together
with a proof theoretical analysis, the next steps will be to introduce stronger
universes, for which we already have developed draft versions: the ΠN -reflecting
universe and a Π11 -reflecting universe. We need to carry out as well well-ordering
proofs for these extensions (at the moment there are only very rough sketches).
Another line of research would be to explore, whether variants of these universe
constructions can be used in programming, especially in generic programming.
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